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Abstract 

Sequential segmentation of the body axis is fundamental to vertebrate embryonic patterning. 

This relies on the segmentation clock, a multi-cellular oscillating genetic-network, which 

mainifests as tissue-level kinematic waves of gene expression that arrest at the position of each 

new segment. How this hallmark wave pattern is generated is an open question. We compare 

cellular-resolution oscillatory patterns in the embryo to those generated cell-autonomously in 

culture without extrinsic signals. We find striking similarity, albeit with greater variability in 

the timing of clock arrest in culture. Our simple physical description of a clock controlled by a 

noisy cell-intrinsic timer captures these dynamics. We propose the segmentation clock 

integrates an intrinsic, timer-driven oscillatory program, which underlies the waves and arrest, 

with extrinsic cues regulating the intrinsic timer’s duration and precision.  

One-sentence Summary:  Segmentation clock and wavefront activities underlying tissue-

level wave patterns are cell-autonomous properties in the PSM.
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Rythmic and sequential segmentation of the vertebrate body is an iconic embryonic patterning 

event that involves wave patterns in a population of cellular genetic-oscillators called the 

segmentation clock (1). Tissue-level waves of gene expression, emerging from the tailbud 

(TB), travel anteriorly through the pre-somitic mesoderm (PSM) before arresting at the position 

of each new morphological segment, termed a somite (2–6). Waves are generated by a global 

phase shift across the PSM as individual cells slow oscillations before arrest (3, 7, 8). Yet, 

whether this underlying cellular behaviour is instructed by extrinsic signals or is cell-

autonomous remains an open question. Here, we describe oscillation and arrest dynamics in 

individual cells as they progress from TB to somite in the embryo, then test if these dynamics 

are reproduced cell-autonomously in culture. 

 

To follow cellular dynamics we used the fluorescently-tagged core clock component Her1-

YFP, a transcriptional repressor, that was used to define the clock’s tissue-level wave pattern 

in zebrafish (6). Previous descriptions of cellular-level oscillations spanned limited intervals 

and axial locations (3, 8, 9). To see the full pattern, we back-tracked individual cells over 7.5 

h (15–28th somite stages) in a freely-growing embryo using light-sheet microscopy (Figs. 1A; 

S1). Cells constituting the 28th somite originated from the TB, where they showed low-

intensity, noisy oscillations. As these cells transitioned into posterior-PSM, their oscillations 

successively grew in intensity and slowed until arresting in the anterior-PSM (Fig. 1B-D). In 

contrast, cells only reaching the posterior-PSM in this interval spent longer in the TB, and 

correspondingly delayed their intensity rise and slowing (Fig. 1B,C,E).  

To define the wave arrest at cellular-resolution, we backtracked a formed somite (SI) (10). All 

cells expressed Her1-YFP and most produced their last peak in prospective somite-I (S-I), with 

a phase profile across the rostral-caudal somite axis reflecting the wave’s arrival (Fig. 1F,H). 

We similarly analyzed the signal-onset of a novel Mesp-ba-mKate2 transgene (Fig. S2). 

Although Mesp genes are not required to position somite boundaries in zebrafish, their 

expression is a well-established marker for segment polarity (11, 12). We detected cells with a  

Mesp-ba-mKate2 signal-onset (Fig. S3) only in the rostral half of the forming somite (S0), 

where it remained in SI (Figs. 1G,I). Taken together, individual cells transitioning from TB to 

PSM successively slowed oscillations, generating a tissue-level wave pattern until arrest in 

concert with anterior PSM differention into a polarized somite. 
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Fig. 1. Transient oscillatory dynamics in the segmentation clock.
(A) Multi-dimensional light-sheet imaging (1.5 min/stack; 7.5 h). Individual cells backtracked
from posterior-PSM (blue, n=17) and 28th somite (orange, n=15) in a Tg(her1-yfp;x-
la.eef1a1:h2b-mcherry) embryo (SI, white arrowhead; posterior-tip embryo, pink arrowhead). (B)
Mean period of Her1-YFP oscillations, and (C) anteroposterior position of cell groups in A. (D, E)
Her1-YFP intensity traces for individual cells, mean (black). (F, G) Her1-YFP and
Mesp-ba-mKate2 in Tg(her1-yfp;xla.eef1a1:h2b-mcherry) and Tg(mesp-ba-mKate2a;h2a-gfp)
embryos (arrowheads at somite boundaries). (H, I) SI backtracked in a Tg(her1-yfp;x-
la.eef1a1:h2b-mcherry) (n=233 cells) and Tg(mesp-ba-mKate2a;h2a-gfp) embryo (190 cells).
Kymograph of Her1-YFP last peak and Mesp-ba-mKate2 signal-onset in cells relative to
rostral-caudal somite axis (example cell trace, inset).
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How are these transient oscillatory dynamics generated? Extrinsic signalling from cell-cell 

coupling and morphogens can influence PSM length, spatial periodicity of somite formation 

and rostral-caudal somite polarity in mouse, chick and zebrafish embryos (2, 13–19). 

Moreover, re-aggregated primary PSM cells, and cultures of induced stem cells eventually 

generate wave patterns and can segment with rostral-caudal identity, suggesting mammalian 

PSM cell populations are able to self-organise spatiotemporal information (20–24). 

Nevertheless, it remains possible that PSM cells carry information from the TB (13, 25–27). 

Consistent with the presence of cell-autonomous information, explanted PSM tissue retains 

waves and sequentially forms polarized segments (5, 28, 29).  Culture conditions maintaining 

persistent noisy oscillations have been identified for single PSM cells (20, 21, 30, 31). 

However, to address whether transient dynamics are generated cell-autonomously or depend 

solely upon extrinsic instruction from pre-existing or collectively emerging signals requires a 

single-cell assay permitting PSM differentiation. 

To test for cell-autonomous transient dynamics, we followed Her1-YFP and Mesp-ba-mKate2 

simultaneously in single primary PSM cells cultured at low-density without added 

morphogens, serum, BSA, or small molecule inhibitors, thus excluding cell-cell 

communication and long-range signals (Fig. 2A). We dissected out the posterior-most quarter 

of the PSM (PSM4) from individual Tg(her1-yfp;mesp-ba-mkate2) embryos, then analyzed 

single cells remaing alone in the field of view, undivided and alive 5 h post-dissociation in 

culture (Figs. 2B,C; S4). Most PSM4 cells showed Her1-YFP oscillations, with 1 to 8 peaks, 

before arresting (Fig. 2D,E; Table S1). Successive oscillation cycles typically slowed and 

increased amplitude before arrest (Fig. 2F). Oscillation arrest, as marked by the Her1-YFP last 

peak, was associated with Mesp-ba-mKate2 signal-onset (Figs. 2C,D; S3), linking it to the 

position of clock arrest observed in the embryo. This autonomous behaviour was independent 

of cell survival time in culture (Fig. S5), reproduced in cells isolated one-per-well (Fig. S6) 

and independent of Tg(mesp-ba-mKate2) (Fig. S7). The variability in arrest time was not due 

to differences between individual embryos and experiments (Fig. S8). Our results indicate that 

information carried by PSM cells is sufficient to slow oscillations and arrest the clock in concert 

with switching on a segmental marker. 

To compare cell-autonomous dynamics to those in the embryo, we tracked cells starting within 

PSM4 until somite formation. These cells contributed predominantly to two somites, retaining 

their intial anterioposterior arrangement, and cells in the same somite differed by at most one 
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Fig. 2. Cell-autonomous transient oscillatory and differentiation dynamics.
(A) Posterior-PSM quarter (PSM4) dissected from a Tg(her1-yfp;mesp-ba-mKate2) 15
somite-stage embryo, dissociated into single cells, then cultured at low density. (B) Time-lapse
of single cell. (C) Intensity trace of cell in B. (D) Representative Her1-YFP/Mesp-ba-mKate2
intensity traces from PSM4 cells (N=11 embryos, n=174 cells). (E, H) Her1-YFP peaks per cell
(*mean ± SD, 4.4 ± 1.6 peaks in culture, 3.4 ± 1.0 peaks in embryo). (F, I) Successive peak
(maxima) intensity and period ratios (n=421 cycles, 55% cycles in upper-right quadrant (F);
n=179 cycles, 72% cycles in upper-right quadrant (I)). (G) Her1-YFP intensity traces from
PSM4 cells tracked in Tg(her1-yfp;h2b-mcherry) embryos (N=2 embryos, n=133 PSM4 cells).
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peak (Fig. S9). As in culture, we only analyzed undivided cells (Figs. 2G;S10), and normalized 

for a general slowing of developmental time observed in zebrafish culture (Fig. S11) (31, 32) 

by comparing the ratio of successive periods and peak intensities, and number of peaks rather 

than absolute time (Fig. 2H,I). PSM4 cells in culture generated more peaks, with more 

variability than we observed in the embryo (Fig 2 E,H), although both successivly slowed and 

increased intensity (Fig. 2F,I). We detected Mesp-ba-mKate2 signal-onset in the same 

percentage of PSM4 cells in culture as the embryo’s formed somite (Figs. 1G,I;2D; S3). 

However, the cell-autonomous Mesp-ba-mKate2 signal-onset spanned the last peak rather than 

occurring only afterwards (Figs. 1H,I; S3). Taken together, longer-running and noisier 

dynamics in culture suggest that extrinsic information in the PSM acts to shorten and sharpen 

a cell-instrinsic program. 

 

Our discovery of cell-autonomous transient dynamics leads to the hypothesis that cells encode 

information about their position along the PSM using an intrinsic timing mechanism. This 

mechanism is likely independent of the clock, as we found comparable cell-autnomous timing 

of Mesp-ba-mkate2 signal-onset with wildype and disabled clock oscillations (her1-/-;her7-/-) 

(S12) (33). An intrinsic timer hypothesis predicts that PSM cells at different anteroposterior 

locations will have run down their timer to different extents, such that more anterior cells will 

arrest oscillations and differentiate earlier in culture. To test this, we followed autonomous 

dynamics in cells from the TB and different PSM quarters (Fig. 3A). Consistent with an 

intrinsic timer, we found that PSM cells originating more anteriorly tended to arrest Her1-YFP 

oscillations earlier, in concert with earlier Mesp-ba-mKate2 signal-onset (Figs. 3A-C; S13A-

F). 

 

 In contrast to cells remaining within the TB of the embryo, which maintained low-intensisty, 

noisy oscillations (Figs. 1A; S1), TB cells removed into culture successively slowed 

oscillations and increased peak intensity (Fig. S13C), until arresting together with Mesp-ba-

mKate2 signal-onset at a similar time to PSM4 cells taken from the same embryos (Figs. 3B,C; 

S13A,F). This differs from the persistent noisy oscillations seen in previous cultures of single 

TB cells in serum and FGF (31). We propose that TB cells carry the timing mechanism, but a 

trigger associated with exit from the TB, either transition to PSM in the embryo or removal 

into cell culture, is required to start the timer. The role of extrinsic factors in the TB, such as 

FGF and Wnt (34), may thus be to prevent the timer from initiating. 
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Fig. 3. Cell-intrinsic timing runs down across PSM.
(A) Experiment schematic of cultured cells from TB and three PSM quarters (Tg(her1-yfp;me-
sp-bb-mKate2). Representative intensity traces versus the full anteroposterior pattern in embryo (Fig. 
1D), aligned by last peak. (B) Her1-YFP last peak time post-dissociation in culture (median, inter-
quartile box, whiskers). PSM4 from each embryo was cultured in parallel as an internal reference 
then data pooled (9 embryos; 32 PSM2, 65 PSM3 and 132 PSM4 cells). If PSM2 had a last peak 
pre-acquisition (example in A), its time was set to the imaging start (*). (C) Correlation of Her1-YFP 
last peak and Mesp-bb-mKate2 signal-onset time, grey line shows identity.
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If such a cell-instrinsic timer were directly regulating oscillation and arrest dynamics, we 

reasoned that it should leave a signature in the Her1-YFP oscillatory profile in culture. We 

aligned Her1-YFP intensity traces from cultured PSM4 cells by the first observable cycle, then 

analyzed peak (I+) and trough (I-) intensities, and production (T+) and degradation (T-) time 

intervals throughout successive cycles (Fig. 4A). I+ increased and I- fluctuated around a 

constant value (Fig. 4B),  the period consistenly lengthed, and an asymmetry was apparent 

between T+ and T- (Fig. 4C). Importantly, this asymmetric signature implies that oscillations 

are slowed across the PSM by increasing Her1 production rate over time (Supplementary Text 

1 and 2), and suggests the intrinsic timer acts by regulating the clock’s production rate. 

 

Considering this signature, we captured the functional form of an intrinsic timer in a simple 

model for externally regulated genetic oscillations (35). The genetic clock I(t), which 

represents Her1 dynamics, is regulated by the timer through the clock’s time-dependent 

production rate P(t) (Fig. 4D). The clock is described by a stochastic differential equation with 

time-delayed negative feedback, subject to multiplicative noise. In the timer, a time-keeping 

activity increases linearly until a threshold, then undergoes rapid inactivation (Fig. 4E). 

Accordingly, intensity of the oscillatory profile increases monotonically, then arrests back to 

equilibrium. To mimic biochemical noise in the timer, Brownian noise generates a noisy ramp 

with intrinsic variability in the time to reach the inactivation threshold (Fig. 4E), and 

corresponding variability in the duration of resulting transient oscillatory dynamics (Fig. 4F). 

 

This model predicts that I- has a narrow probability distribution, fluctuating around a constant 

value as timer activity increases (Fig. 4G). In contrast, I+ has a direct dependence on timer 

activity, resulting in a broader probability distribution. Also predicted is an asymmetry in the 

statistics of T (Fig. 4H), where T- correlates with initial I+, since longer decay times 

correspond to larger peaks, while T+ is relatively insensitive to initial I- (35). Using the 

distribution of I obtained from PSM4 cells in culture, we fit the model (Fig. 4G). The resulting 

probability distributions for T are a direct consequence of this fit (Fig. 4H). Agreement 

between experiment and simulation indicates that a noisy ramp in the clock’s production rate 

𝑃(𝑡) faithfully captures the statistics of the cell-autonomous transient dynamics. Agreement 

was not found by modulating the binding constants (𝐾0), the delay (𝑡𝑑) or degradation (𝑇0) 

times in the clock (Supplementary Text 1 and 2, Fig. S14). This supports the hypothesis of a 
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Fig. 4. Oscillatory profile reveals signature of cell-intrinsic timing mechanism
(A) Observables of Her1-YFP profile: peak (I+) and trough (I-) intensity; time-intervals of produc-
tion (T+) and degradation (T-). (B, C) Cell-autonomous PSM4 observables aligned by first cycle. (D) 
Schematic and clock equation of model. (E) Production rate P(t) acts as a noisy timer. (F) Oscillatory 
(green) and noisy ramp (grey) representative traces from numerical simulations of intrinsic program. 
(G, H) Probability distributions of observables for cultured PSM4 cells (circles) and intrinsic 
program simulations (lines). (I, J) Observables from PSM4 cells in embryo aligned by first cycle. (K) 
As in F, but modified by intrinsic constraints. (L, M) As in G,H, using cells in the embryo.
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noisy cell-intrinsic timer, and indicates that modulation of the segmentation clock’s production 

rate by the timer is a mechanism consistent with the experimental data. 

 

We noticed that the profile of I and T differed between PSM4 cells in culture and in the 

embryo (Fig. 4B,C,I,J). Using our model we sought to learn how extrinsic PSM signals could 

influence the cell-intrinsic timer. We found that the oscillatory profile and transient dynamics 

statistics observed in the embryo were captured in the model by changing timer parameters 

(Fig. 4K-M) to alter the clock’s production rate, without changing other clock parameters 

(Supplementary Text 2, Fig. S14). We infer from this fit that extrinsic signals in the PSM 

reduce the timer’s production rate and threshold, in addition to strongly reducing its noise.  

 

Together, our experimental observations and theoretical modelling indicate that cells 

transitioning from TB into PSM start a noisy cell-intrinsic timer, distinct from the clock circuit. 

This timer runs down during the anterior-ward cell flow, thereby creating spatial information 

across the PSM. Extrinsic information, through mechanisms such as diffusible morphogen 

signalling gradients or intercellular communication, is not required for the intrinsic dynamics. 

Rather, the role of extrinsic factors in the PSM appears restricted to fine-tuning the duration 

and precision of the intrinsic program. The running down of an intrinisic timer along the PSM  

fits with previous models of signal gradients established by inheritance of a factor in the 

posterior that decays as a cell flows (13, 25–27), but the intrinsic timer’s identity and how it is 

tuned remain intriguing questions. The rise-and-fall profile of the transient dynamics rules out 

the simplest scenario of decay of a single time-keeping factor that was inherited by cells in the 

TB (25, 26), as a decay mechanism could directly generate only the rise (or fall) part of the 

profile, but not both. Instead, the observed dynamics suggest a PSM-specific system that 

actively initiates as the cells leave the TB. 

 

Our model for the timer is phenomenological, describing only the functional output onto the 

clock’s oscillations. The internal details of such a system are not constrained by our data, and 

could involve a number of plausible intermediates such as transcription factor or microRNA 

cascades similar to those in timing of neuroblast differentiation or C. elegans molting (36, 37) 

or phospho-timers as found in the circadian clock (38). The latter mechanism would provide 

an attractive link to extrinsic signalling by FGF gradients in the PSM (18, 19). The timer’s 
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proposed role in slowing and then stopping oscillations via a rise and fall of Her1 production 

suggests that factors controlling her1 transcription and/or Her1 translation are involved. 

 

In summary, our findings in zebrafish suggest that a picture of the segmentation clock as a 

cellular population composed of persistent oscillators that are instructed by extrinsic signals is 

inadequate. We point instead to a central role played by cell-intrinsic programs of timed 

transient dynamics and differentiation that are extrinsically modulated during embryonic 

patterning (39). The long-standing and influential “clock and wavefront” model posited an 

independent wavefront in the tissue, able to cause a sudden transition where locally coherent 

oscillations were used to determine which cells would segment together (40). Our work shows 

that both clock and wavefront activities are autonomous properties of PSM cells. This opens 

the door to a range of experiments using this new assay system, in which the cell intrinsic 

program can be investigated, as well as challenged with extrinsic signals along its time-course 

to better understand the control of wave patterns in the segmentation clock. 
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